The Wap2Web gateway product makes web-centric applications accessible on TETRA hand-portables employing WAP and allows virtual picture messaging to be used.

Users benefit from conducting combined voice and data operations using a single radio device, including accessing intranets & web-based database content, submitting simple electronic forms and receiving SDS alerts & pictures.

**SPECIFICATION**

**Combined Voice & Data With A Single Radio Terminal**

Previously, effective mobile working using TETRA could only be conducted using a separate data device i.e. mobile data terminal, PDA or tablet PC etc.

The Wap2Web gateway facilitates the use of a single WAP-capable terminal for both voice & data, including advanced packet data TETRA functionality for applications.
Data Enquiries & Submissions

With the Wap2Web product mobile workers can:

- Access static content from Intranets
- Retrieve database driven web-centric content
- Make data enquiries and remotely access IT systems & databases
- Submit simple forms and pictures

Mission Critical Alerting

Wap2Web provides solutions for mission critical environments such as public safety, enabling mobile workforce to:

- Receive SDS message alerts and incident reports
- Receive or access pictures/links to pictures
- Act on vital information, e.g. missing person reports and pictures immediately alerted and sent to police officers on their Tetra terminal allowing an effective and immediate search

BENEFITS

For simple data enquiries and form-based applications, Wap2Web provides major benefits, as follows:

- Enables same terminal for voice & data operations (SDS & packet data)
- Removes need for additional devices, eliminating procurement costs
- Reduces cost of training users on new devices
- Ensures greater acceptance of mobile data technology for remote working
- Results in users carrying fewer devices and minimal weight
- Offers a common platform portable to other mobile computing environments
- Delivers essential building blocks for easily integrating applications
- Provides complete control over both existing and future applications
- Allows mission critical information to be delivered to point of need
- Reduces need for mobile workers to travel to/from office, cutting down paper work and increasing efficiencies & worker productivity
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